Legal Solutions

Today’s law firms are utilising technology to
achieve competitive advantage.
Technology is helping them evolve their value propositions, fee structures and
engagement models to meet developing client expectations whilst realising
efficiencies and maximising billable hours throughout the value chain.
How can your firm build revenue and improve client experience, introduce agile
working practices that help attract the best talent and increase productivity, all
whilst operating in an increasingly hostile digital landscape that necessitates a
robust cybersecurity posture to tackle cyber threats head-on?

Maximise billable
hours
Minimise lock-up and maximise billable hours. Reduce nonchargeable time through agile working solutions that fit the
way your fee earners and support professionals work, all whilst
complementing how your clients want to engage with you.

Maintain trust
and loyalty

“Six Degrees

understands our
business and our
business needs… it
is a valued strategic
partner that obviously
listens to its clients.”

- Peter Carr, Partner and Head of IT,
Fisher Jones Greenwood

•

Agile productivity solutions that deliver access to the right
tools at the right time, all in the most appropriate manner,
enabling your people to maximise productivity.

•

Secure, streamlined file sharing that promotes efficient
collaboration whilst mitigating the risk of information
leakage and data breach, ensuring data security and
promoting client confidence.

•

Advanced collaboration tools that enable individuals
and teams to work together securely and seamlessly,
regardless of location or device type, enabling you to realise
efficiencies throughout the value chain.

•

Highly resilient architectures that provide market-leading
RTO and RPO capabilities to minimise downtime and
maximise billable hours.

•

Ultra-secure storage in managed cloud and Tier III+ data
centre colocation facilities, keeping your clients’ data safe
from accidental or malicious breach.

•

Fully encrypted agile working with multi-factor
authentication and comprehensive access logging, reducing
the risk of illicit access to business systems.

•

Secure managed services from an ISO 27001 and Cyber
Essentials Plus accredited provider, deployed in alignment
with SRA guidelines to give your clients confidence that
their data is managed to the highest security standards.

•

An audit and compliance function that offers guidance,
advice and consultancy to ensure your firm achieves the
accreditations it needs to give your clients peace of mind.

Expand the working environment beyond your offices whilst
safely navigating the increasingly hostile digital landscape,
giving your clients absolute assurance that all their data is in
the safest hands.
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•

Secure, tiered cloud storage that delivers performance for your
production workloads whist enabling reliable backups and the
digitisation of archived records on affordable storage platforms,
providing rapid access whilst minimising operating costs.

Improve efficiency and
reduce costs

•

Remove unnecessary overheads, digitise and automate back
office tasks and reduce your archiving, managed print and
real estate footprint, thereby improving efficiencies whilst
expanding your capabilities.

Modern workplace application solutions deliver ubiquitous
IT services regardless of location, streamlining working
practices and fast-tracking hot desking initiatives that
enable you to right-size your office real estate.

•

Hybrid cloud hosting and next generation inter-site
connectivity provide the infrastructure foundations that kick
start process transformation and innovation, setting you on
the right track towards future-proofed business operations.

•

Flexible hybrid cloud infrastructures provide a platform for
innovative management applications that tailor workloads
to available professionals, allowing you to assign cases to
the most appropriate professionals.

Adapt to new client
consumption models

•

Implement client consumption models that span multiple
contact channels to exceed client expectations and deliver
a seamless, ubiquitous client experience throughout every
engagement.

Advanced unified communications and collaboration
technology enhances client engagement whilst retaining
full audit trails for diligence and compliance, improving client
experience whilst helping you maintain regulatory compliance.

•

Tailored modern workplace solutions give your people the
tools they need to deliver exceptional client experiences whilst
retaining high levels of security, enhancing client satisfaction
and building a platform for increasing your revenues.

•

Transition seamlessly between devices and locations with
agile workspace technology, enabling users to work effectively
whether they’re at their desks, with clients or on-the-go.

•

Deploy cutting-edge applications and devices that meet
employee expectations whilst maintaining a consistent
cybersecurity posture throughout your operations, safely
putting the right tools in the best talent’s hands.

•

Collaboration tools that reduce the need for travel and
enable your staff to work better together whilst maintaining
auditing capabilities for transparency and regulatory
compliance, increasing employee satisfaction whilst
maintaining optimal productivity.

Mobilise the
best talent
Recruit, retain and empower the best talent by delivering
cutting-edge technology that maximises productivity whilst
promoting employee care and a healthy work-life balance

Clients

Partners and Accreditations

Six Degrees is a trusted technology partner to the UK legal sector. We provide law firms with the technology foundations they
need to maximise revenues, realise efficiencies, adapt to evolving consumption models, attract leading talent and maintain strong
global reputations within an increasingly competitive market.
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